
Organizations continue to face challenges when it comes 

to gaining control over their spend and cash flow. Due to 

globalization and mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures, many 

organizations face a daunting challenge when it comes to how to 

coordinate disparate systems, processes, and personnel to enable 

a unified, transparent view of their organizational spend and the 

cash flow associated with it. Struggles with supplier onboarding, 

centralizing purchasing, accounting workflow, or payment 

processing, all contribute to inefficient processes which cause 

unnecessary risks and costs throughout the supply chain. 

While software by itself does not solve all these issues, the 

right software goes a long way to move organizations away 

from reactive, inefficient processes to proactive, efficient, and 

transparent processes. Proceeding in this direction helps drive 

operational excellence to better support the demands of the 

business. 

Corcentric Source-to-Pay Software

Corcentric’s modular, SaaS solution provides the foundation for 

operational excellence that will achieve the business outcomes 

most important to your organization: 

 + Increase business agility 

 + Enable growth 

 + Increase compliance and minimize risk 

 + Reduce costs, optimize working capital, and unlock revenue 

WELCOME TO THE CORCENTRIC  
SOURCE-TO-PAY PLATFORM: 

 + Analytics – Turn your data into a strategic driver for your 

business 

 + Sourcing – Expedite your time-to-market 

 + Supplier Management – Turn your suppliers into competitive 

advantage

 + Contract Lifecycle Management – Leverage and monetize 

your contracts via single source of truth 

 + Procurement – Drive process efficiency to achieve savings, 

compliance, and risk management goals

 + Invoice Management – Eliminate the inefficiency, risks, and 

costs of paper-based invoices and manual processing

 + Financial Management – Align your budget management 

and cost allocation efforts with your spend management

 + Payments – Centralize and manage all payments

The Corcentric Source-to-Pay Software solution is a modular, Saas 

solution that enables your organization to apply the solutions that 

you need when you need them, versus a “big bang” approach 

preferred by so many suppliers. And the Corcentric solution is built 

and supported by practitioners who understand your challenges 

and business objectives. 

Corcentric Source-to-Pay  
Software 
Innovative solutions to advance  

Finance and Procurement success 

CORCENTRIC SOURCE-TO-PAY SOFTWARE

Corcentric (Determine) 
Cloud Platform rated as 
a Strong Performer 
SOURCE: Forrester WAVE Source-to-Contract 

Suites Q4 2019 

Ready to take the next step? 833.201.7120  corcentric.com



ABOUT CORCENTRIC

Corcentric is a global provider of business spend management and revenue management 

software and services for mid-market and Fortune 1000 businesses. Corcentric delivers software, 

advisory services, and payments focused on reducing costs, optimizing working capital, and 

unlocking revenue. To learn more, please visit corcentric.com. 

Procurement and Finance Solutions

WHY CORCENTRIC 
 

 
A globally networked platform 

with all your buyers and sellers in 

one place.

 
Analytics to power more intelligent 

decisions and automate manual 
processes.

 
Dynamic workflows that empower 

agility and collaboration.

 
The software and services to 

support your digital transformation.

 
Industry-leading modular, 

integrated solutions built on  
the Corcentric Platform to power 

your digital transformation.

Ready to take the next step? 833.201.7120  corcentric.com

BENEFITS:

 + Enhanced visibility with actionable analytics to empower decisions

 + Better visibility and control on global spend  

 + Streamline processes across Procurement, Legal, and Finance 

 + Enhanced collaboration with key suppliers

 + Minimize risk by driving compliance across your organization and supply chain

 + Deliver customer satisfaction

 + Access to industry experts for your digital transformation journey

 + Flexible staffing and managed services options to drive program success
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S O F T W A R E

CORCENTRIC SOURCE-TO-PAY SOFTWARE

Corcentric Source to Pay Solution


